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 AllText is a multiple font text box control designed for Visual Basic
programmers  by  Bennet-Tec  Information  Systems,  Inc.  AllText
supports the simultaneous display of multiple fonts, font characteristics
and color; paragraph formatting; and even the inclusion of a bit mapped
background  to  the  control.    Using  AllText,  you  can  include  a
WYSIWYG edit/display text box as part of your Visual Basic program.
The ability to highlight words with colors as well as font characteristics
make it the ideal choice for use in word processing and HYPERTEXT
applications. 

Unique Features :

 The AllText control supports display and editing of text in multiple
simultaneous fonts and font characteristics:
FontFamily, FontName, FontSize
Bold, 
Underline    Underline    Underline       Underline        Underline    
Italic, bold italic
StrikeThrough,
SuSuppeerr//SSuubbssccrriiptpt

Colors (the 16 QBColor    Settings are supported)
Custom ShadowingCustom Shadowing

 Virtually unlimited text    
Up to 1,000,000 paragraphs of up to 30,000 characters per 
paragraph.

 Text  entered  into  the  ALLText  control  can  be  broken  into
independently formatted paragraphs supporting:
Alignment: centered, left, right or left\right justify,
Margins: left and right margin indents
Vertical spacing.



 ALLText supports the creation and use of a Font Table facilitating
the smooth and rapid changing of fonts; ie: changing to Arial Bold
25 pt. italics all in one step.

 ALLText supports a unique BitMapped Background.
Any bitmapped image can be displayed and positioned BETWEEN
the standard background (choice of colors) and the text.    This can
be used for special effects such as animation within the text box or
sliding windows to hide or reveal colored text. 

 ALLText  supports  a  WriteProtect  mode for  presentation  of  text,
allowing  display  and  programmatic  text  manipulation,  while
preventing end-user modifications to the text.

 ALLText  is  fast  and lean,  without  extra  baggage,  but  extreamly
flexible.    What you see here is an application built using ALLText
HT/Pro edition.    Only the text window and scroll bar is controlled
by the control. Menus and status bar were written using a small
amount of VB code and are fully customizable..    File Save and
Load are also under VBControl allowing you to use the format you
need for your application. Full documentation and the source code
for this application are included with ALLText.

 Embedded pictures and OLE objects: (HT/Pro edition)

 ALLText (HT/Pro edition) supports left, right and centered tabs as 
well as paragraph Borders

sdasda kjkljkljkljklj retreter 1233
dsfsdfsdf sdfsdfsdf sdf 23
asdd fsdfsd sdfsdf 21321
qwewe safds dsfsdfsdfsdf 12
sdfsdf sdfds sfdsf 1233
asd sdfsd df 6575

 ALLText (HT/Pro edition) supports several types of paragraph 
bordering.

single



 

thick
 

double
 

single shadowed
 

thick shadowed
 

double shadowed

 ALLText is ideal for Hypertext design.
Format your text with underlines,    dotted underlines and    Colors.
Trap the double click event and jump based on current location.    

ALLText is the most Powerful, most Flexible, most Reliable text tool on
the market.
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